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Abstract:

According to Einstein and his followers space time geometry is gravity. Gravity is the manifestation of distortion of geometry of space due to presence of matter. The heart of these physical and cosmological phenomena is the line element or metric. This metric generated the field equation of Einstein general relative theory. Space time curvature, geodetic effect, frame tracking, gravitational lenses, gravitational red and blue shifts, block holes, dark matter, dark energy, big bang singularity, expansion of the universe and gravitational waves are the predictions of Einstein general relative theory. All these theoretical findings expect gravitational waves have been experimental test at to a very high degree of accuracy. In this work, the authors introduce an entirely new type of polar spherical triangle. The application of this triangle has been extended to Gabuzda- Wardle-Roberts superluminal motion equation and the consecution is noted.
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1. Introduction:

Euclid’s Elements is the first scientific text on the earth. In 300 BC, Euclid of Alexandria complied the then existing geometrical constructions and propositions. Euclid introduced five postulates in Elements. Based upon his postulates, Euclid gives logical and mathematical proofs. Euclid assumes the first four postulates are obviously true. He was not content with his fifth postulate also known as the parallel postulate of Euclid geometry. Euclid himself tried his best to deduce Euclid V from Euclid I to IV. But his attempts were unsuccessful. Euclid does not require his last postulates up to the first 28 propositions of his work. His failure of showing the parallel postulate as a special theorem, forced him to proceed with 29th theorem of Elements. After Euclid, each and every top mathematician attempted to solve this problematic problem. Those attempts devote to establish the Euclid parallel postulates yielded a number of equivalent propositions to the fifth postulate and formulated at two new fields of non-Euclid geometries namely, Lobachevskian and Riemannian. The formulas of Lobachevskian geometry are widely applied to study the properties of sub atomic particles in this standard model of particle physics and to study velocity addition theorem in special relative theory. Einstein assumed the fundamental of Riemannian geometry for the formulation of his general relative theory which is the geometrical. Interpretation of gravity. This geometrical interpretation predicted the physical and cosmological phenomena as out line in abstract. In this work the author’s materials and methods platform is a new type of polar spherical triangle, the new trigonometric relations and their application.

2. Materials and Methods
In Figure 1, NWSN is a great circle, EOW and NOS are arcs of great circle. The sides NW, WS, SE, EN, NO, SO, WO and EO are equal and the angles WNO, ENO, NOW, SWO, OSW, OSE, ACO, NEO, NOW, NOE are all right angles. Figure is the reconstruction of figure 1 omitting the arcs OW and OS.

3. Results

Each side of a spherical triangle must be less than 180°.
Each angle of a spherical triangle must be less than 180°.

In figure 2, ON is a side, OE is another side and NSE is the third side. So, by assuming these three sides we can have a spherical triangle NSEO. Since the angle NOE is 90°, the remaining angle at O is 270°. Angles OES and ONS are right angles. So, the sum of the interior our spherical triangle NSOE is equal to 450°. Let side NSE= o, side ON=e and side EO= n.

4. Applications

For the speeds in units of c, \( \beta = v/c \), in the usual interpretation of superluminal motion, the apparent velocity is given by

\[
\beta_{app} = \frac{\beta_{jet} \sin O}{1 - \beta_{jet} \cos O}
\]

(1)

where \( \beta_{jet} \) is the jet velocity, and the jet makes an angle \( O \) to the line of sight\([1],[2]\).

Assuming our new spherical triangle properties in equ.(1) \([O= 270°]\),

\[
\beta_{app} = -\beta_{jet}
\]

(2)

The negative sign in RHS denotes backward time travel.

5. Discussion

Some theories, most notably special and general relativity, suggest that suitable geometries of space time, or specific types of motion in space, might allow time travel into the past and future if these geometries or motions are possible\([11]\).
In spherical geometry the sides are the arcs (geodesics) of great circles. In our new type spherical triangle mentioned in section 2 side NSE is an arc of great circle NSEN, EO is the arc of equator and NO is an arc of longitude NOS. Kip Thorne in his block holes and Time Warps shows that a new type of consistent spherical geometry can reveal time travel phenomena [2]. Our new spherical triangle proposal may be extended to other branches of science and technology. This particular exploration may unlock some hidden phenomena.
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